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ABSTRACT 
 

Satellite DNA sequences are known to be highly variable and 
to have been subjected to concerted evolution that 
homogenizes member sequences within species. We have 
analyzed the mode of evolution of satellite DNA sequences in 
four fishes from the genus Diplodus by calculating the 
nucleotide frequency of the sequence array and the 
phylogenetic distances between member sequences. 
Calculation of nucleotide frequency and pairwise sequence 
comparison enabled us to characterize the divergence among 
member sequences in this satellite DNA family. The results 
suggest that the evolutionary rate of satellite DNA in D. 
bellottii is about two-fold greater than the average of the other 
three fishes, and that the sequence homogenization event 
occurred in D. puntazzo more recently than in the others. The 
procedures described here are effective to characterize mode of 
evolution of satellite DNA.  
 
Introduction 
 
Tandem arrayed repetitive DNA sequences, known as satellite 
DNA, commonly exist in the centromeric regions of vertebrate 
chromosomes. Satellite DNA has evolved through the changes 
in copy numbers and nucleotide sequences (1 for review). 
Although some centromeric satellite DNA is known to 
participate in the construction of functional centromeres (2-6), 
their nucleotide sequences are highly variable. Because of their 
higher sequence diversity among closely related species, 
satellite DNA sequences are often utilized for phylogenetic and 
taxonomic analyses (7-11). Garrido-Ramos et al. (10) 
determined the nucleotide sequences of centromeric satellite 
members from Sparidae fishes and showed that at least two 
monophyletic groups exist within the family. To accomplish 
this, they reconstructed the phylogeny of Sparidae by 
comparing the consensus satellite DNA sequences of the 
respective species. They took this approach because the genetic 

distances between repeat units in the same species were 
smaller than the distances between repeat units in different 
species.  The mode of evolutionary alteration of satellite DNA 
sequences may vary among different species, however. Thus, 
in some instances the “consensus sequence” may not be most 
representative of member sequences.  In addition, although the 
results of Garrido-Ramos et al. (10) suggested the evolutionary 
rate difference among the species, quantitative analysis on the 
evolutionary rate was yet unperformed. 
 
The intraspecific sequence divergence in members of a satellite 
DNA family is likely to be affected by two factors: the 
evolutionary rate and the amount of time since the latest 
sequence homogenization event. Within the species, satellite 
DNA exhibits internal sequence variability depending on a 
ratio between the mutation and homogenization/fixation (12). 
In the present work, the interspecific phylogenetic distances 
and intraspecific sequence variation in Sparidae satellite DNA 
were re-examined to obtain more precise information about the 
mode of evolution of satellite DNA. We estimated the relative 
evolutionary rate of each species and evaluated the differences 
in the time after the latest event in concerted evolution.  
 
Comparison and alignment of monomer satellite 
sequences 

 
The nucleotide sequences of the satellite DNA in six Sparidae 
fishes were retrieved from the GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ 
International Databases. We have analyzed here a total of 
thirty-four satellite members of which nucleotide sequences 
were determined for cloned genomic DNA (not a PCR-
amplified DNA). They were aligned by minimizing the SI(k) 
scores (see below) and are shown in Fig. 1. The measure SI(k) 
was described previously (11) and successfully used to align 
the nucleotide sequences of the gene coding for DNA 
topoisomerase (13). As noted by Garrido-Ramos et al. (10), the 
region around position 170 contains numerous gaps
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Fig. 1: Alignment of nucleotide sequences of Sparidae satellite DNA monomeric units. Dashes (-) indicate the sites of gaps. Nucleotide position 1 is located at 
the C residue of the HindIII restriction site. Sequence origins and accession numbers are given at the left. 
 
(insertions and deletions), and there is insufficient homology 
among the DNA sequences to align interspecific members. Kato 
(14) proposed a monomer register in satellite DNA, obtained by 
examining the subrepeat organization, and the gaps appear to 
exist at the junctions of the registered monomers (Fig. 2). 
 

Fig. 2: Subrepeat alignment of Percoidei satellite monomeric units.  A 
satellite DNA member from Diplodus annularis (Z48694) exemplifies the 
subrepeat organization.  The satellite DNA monomers are each divided into 
two subregions, and the potential subrepeats are aligned.  The hot spot for 
insertion/deletion is underlined and highly variable sites (SI(k)<0.8; see Fig. 
3) are double-underlined.  The monomeric unit of current Sparidae satellite 
DNA consists of the eight subrepeats in the order EFFFFEEF as noted 
previously (14). 
 
Amplification of unit length monomers might have introduced 
species-specific differences into this region, probably via a 
process of recombination, and it seems reasonable to 
hypothesize that the amplification, combined with the changing 
satellite DNA sequences, causes speciation. In that context, the 
species-specific regions were excluded and the regions spanning 
positions 1 to 159 and 177 to 187 were used for the 
phylogenetic analysis described below (total of 170 positions).  
  
Sequence variation within the species 
 
Intraspecific sequence variations were evaluated using the 
measure SI(k) defined as follows; 

 
  SI(k)=Σnik

2                [1] 
         i  

and SIGM, which is defined as follows; 
 
  SIGM = exp [Σ ln{SI(k)}/N]  [2] 

         k 

where nik is the relative frequency of nucleotide i (i =A, C, 
G, or T) at position k of the aligned sequence, N is the 
number of entire positions (N=170 in the present work)and 
SIGM is the geometric mean of SI(k) for N positions. SIGM 
can be written as a function of time t (see Appendix), 
 
  SIGM =[1+3 exp(-8λt/3)]/4   [3] 
 
where λ is the average rate of substitution per site per 
evolutionary time unit, and t is the time after sequence 
homogenization (concerted evolution). Table 1 summarizes 
the SIGM scores for the respective species, and Fig. 3 shows 
the distribution of mean SI(k) scores for six Sparidae fishes. 
 
Table 1: Intraspecific variation of satellite DNA 
 

 SIGM λt calculated 
from SIGM 

intraspecific average 
of J-Cd 

D. annularis 0.972 0.0143 0.0301 
D. bellottii 0.897 0.0554 0.1051 
D. sargus 0.942 0.0302 0.0602 
D. puntazzo 0.978 0.0112 0.0221 
S. cantharus 0.979 0.0106 0.0194 
L. mormyrus 0.967 0.0169 0.0346 
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Fig. 3: Distribution of SI(k) scores in satellite DNA. The geometric means 
of six Sparidae fishes are calculated for each position and plotted against the 
nucleotide sequence. 
 
The variable sites are clustered at the edge of subregion E and 
within subregion F, but rarely occur in the middle of subregion 
E (see Fig. 2). This may mean that subregion E conforms to a 
particular structural domain crucial to the functionality of 
satellite DNA. Warburton et al. (15) showed that the size of the 
recombination window within which sequence similarity is 
conserved is about 20 bp. Subregion E of the Sparidae satellite 
DNA may thus serve as a window for recombination with 
respect to sequence homogenization.  
 
The average number of substitutions per site after sequence 
homogenization was estimated by calculating λt from the 
observed SIGM scores (Table 1). The λt score is a product of the 
evolutionary rate and the time after the sequence 
homogenization event. Moreover, evolutionary distance 
between two DNA sequences can be evaluated using the Jukes-
Cantor’s distance (J-Cd), which measures the size of 2λt (where t 
is the time after the divergence of two DNA sequences).  The 
distance J-Cd is expressed as the ratio of common nucleotides in 
two aligned DNA sequences (q), and q can be written as follows 
(16, 17); note that the right side of equation [5] has the same 
form as equation [3]. 
 
           J-Cd = 2λt = -3[ln{(-1+4q)/3}]/4  [4] 
                     q =[1+3 exp(-8λt/3)]/4.  [5] 
 
The J-Cd scores were calculated for every pair of member 
sequences using the program Dnadist included in PHYLIP ver. 
3.5c(18); the average scores of the interspecific distances are 
listed in Table 2, and the intraspecific averages of J-Cd are listed 
in Table 1. The estimates of λt obtained using the two 
procedures are in good agreement (Fig. 4), which suggests that 
nucleotide frequency calculation is an effective way to describe 
intraspecific divergence within a satellite DNA family. 
 

Table 2: Average scores of interspecific distances (J-Cd) 
 

D.an D.be D.sa D.pu S.ca 

D. bellottii 0.1439     
D. sargus 0.0689 0.1628    
D. puntazzo 0.0786 0.1758 0.1034   
S. cantharus 0.2263 0.3031 0.2180 0.2163  
L. mormyrus 0.2196 0.2643 0.2435 0.2652 0.2878 

 

Fig. 4: Comparison of 2λt scores obtained using two different protocols.  
The 2λt scores calculated for six Sparidae fishes by pairwise sequence 
comparison (J-Cd, vertical axis) are plotted against those obtained by 
nucleotide frequency calculation (SIGM, horizontal axis). 
 
Interspecific and intraspecific relationships 
between Sparidae satellite DNA 
 
The evolutionary distances between two populations 
(interspecific divergence) can be estimated by calculating 
nucleotide frequency differences as described (11).  It will be 
underestimated, however, if there is any instance of sequence 
homogenization at the monomeric level of the satellite DNA 
in the lineage. Moreover, the magnitude of the error will 
depend on the length of time after the sequence 
homogenization occurred. In the case of primate alpha-
satellite DNA, the sequence homogenization events occurred 
at the level of higher order repeats (HORs) and not at the 
monomeric level. Thus the nucleotide frequency calculation 
within respective HORs has been successfully used to define 
the distances between satellite arrays and to reconstruct the 
phylogenetic relationships of the HORs (11). On the other 
hand, because sequence homogenization events may have 
occurred at the monomeric level in Sparidae satellite DNA, 
the interspecific distances between satellite DNA members 
should be evaluated by pairwise sequence comparison. We 
have used two distance measures, J-Cd (16) and Kimura’s 
distance (19), to evaluate the phylogenetic relationships of 
satellite. As mentioned by Garrido-Ramos et al. (10), 
members from the same species clustered together, 
indicating that the concerted evolution occurred after 
speciation. Figure 5 shows a phylogenetic tree of six 
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Sparidae fishes reconstructed using the interspecific average of 
J-Cd scores. 
 

Fig. 5: Unrooted Fitch-Margoliash tree for six Sparidae fishes.  The 
branch lengths and tree topology were computed using the program "Fitch" 
(18) according to the method of Fitch and Margoliash (22).  Distance matrix 
of  average J-Cd scores (Table 2) is used to reconstruct the tree.  The tree was 
drawn using the program "TreeView PPC" (23).  Formulas yielding the 
branch lengths and the calculated branch length scores are shown for the 
respective branches. 
 
The phylogenetic trees drawn from the two distance matrices (J-

Cd and the distance measure based on Kimura’s two parameters 
model) were identical (data not shown). We found that the order 
of branching within the Diplodus cluster differed from that 
described by Garrido-Ramos et al. (10): we observed the closest 
relative of Diplodus annularis to be D. puntazzo, not D. sargus.  
In their work, a neighbor-joining tree indicated the clustering of 
D. annularis and D. sargus with lower bootstrapping 
probability, and a UPGMA tree exhibited the same topology 
with higher bootstrapping probability. This situation may be 
caused by differences among the evolutionary rates within the 
genus Diplodus, and it is suggested that the evolutionary rate of 
D. puntazzo is higher than those of D. sargus and D. annularis. 
In addition, the satellite DNA of D. bellottii has apparently 
evolved much faster than the others (longest branch in Fig. 5).  
 
Evaluating evolutionary rate differences among 
Diplodus species 
 

The length of the branch connecting the common ancestor of 
Diplodus to D. bellottii is much larger than the branches 
connecting the common ancestor to the other Diplodus 
species (Fig. 5). Taken together with the data in Table 1, this 
finding indicates that the evolutionary change in the 
nucleotide sequence occurred more frequently in D. bellottii 
than in the others. Because the length of each branch in the 
phylogenetic tree represents a λt score and because the time 
after the bifurcation should be same in each case, the relative 
evolutionary rates of the different lineages can be estimated 
from the branch length. Assuming that the evolutionary rate 
of a common ancestor is the average of those of the 
descendants, the branch lengths of A to F in Fig. 5 can be 
written as follows;  

 
A=λ0t0                       [6] 
B=λ1t0                       [7] 
C=λ2t1                       [8] 
D=λ3t2                       [9] 
E=(λ0+λ1) t3/2           [10] 
F=(λ0+λ1+λ2)t4/3       [11] 

 
where λn denotes the evolutionary rate of each lineage, and it 
is assumed that  

t2=t4+t1=t4+t3+t0.        [12] 
 

The branch lengths were calculated from the J-Cd scores 
using the program Fitch included in PHYLIP ver. 3.5c (18); 
the relative values of λ and t are summarized in Table 3. The 
relative evolutionary rates of satellite DNA were apparently 
higher in D. bellottii (branch D) and D. puntazzo (branch B) 
than in other Diplodus species. 
 
Table 3: Relative evolutionary rate and time for each 
branch. 
 

Branch Relative evolutionary rate Relative time 
A 1.00 1.00 
B 2.26 1.00 
C 1.68 1.07 
D 3.14 1.39 
E 1.63 0.07 
F 1.65 0.32 

 
Therefore, in order to assess the differences in the 
evolutionary rates, the distances between each species in the 
genus Diplodus and two outgroup species (Spondyliosoma 
cantharus and Lithognathus mormyrus) are compared. 
Average distances and the standard deviations are listed in 
Table 4. 
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Table 4: Average distance between Diplodus and outgroup 
species 
 

Species Average distance 
to outgroup 

Standard 
deviation 

number of 
data pairs 

D. annularis 0.2222 0.0176 72 
D. bellottii 0.2846 0.0294 72 
D. sargus 0.2269 0.0224 60 
D. puntazzo 0.2355 0.0270 60 

 
The data show that D. bellottii has a significantly higher 
evolutionary rate than the other Diplodus species (p<0.001, two 
sample t-test with Welch’s correction), and the distance between 
D. puntazzo and the outgroups tended to be larger than that 
between D. sarugus and the outgroups, but not significantly so  
(p<0.1, two sample t-test with Welch’s correction and Mann-
Whitney test), as the differences in average scores were small.  
 
Table 5 shows the relative times after sequence homogenization, 
which were calculated for Diplodus fishes from the relative 
evolutionary rates (Table 3) and intraspecific variations (Table 
1). 
 
Table 5: Relative evolutionary time after sequence 
homogenization 
 

Species Relative evolutionary time after 
sequence homogenization 

D .annularis 1.00 
D. bellottii 1.11 
D. sargus 1.19 
D. puntazzo 0.33 

 
The results suggest that sequence homogenization events 
occurred in D. puntazzo more recently than the other three 
Diplodus species. The frequency with which sequence 
homogenization occurs may vary with fish species, although the 
trigger is as yet unknown. Elder and Turner (20) showed that 
sequence homogenization events occur very frequently in 
pupfish, and the homogenized segments are rapidly fixed in the 
respective local populations. Charlesworth et al. (21) have 
theorized that copy number affects the evolutionary rate of a 
certain family of repetitive DNA. Thus, the different 
evolutionary rates in Diplodus fishes might reflect differences in 
satellite copy number.  
 
Conclusion 
 
In the present work, intraspecific similarity of satellite DNA 
was effectively evaluated by the nucleotide frequency 
calculation in the populations as well as calculation of distances 
that estimated the number of substitution per site between two 

sequences. Based on the analyses of fish satellite DNA as an 
example, different evolutionary rate and occurrence of 
sequence homogenization have been observed. The results 
obtained here suggested the different mode of evolution of 
satellite DNA in closely-related species.  
 
Appendix 
 
Given n1, n2, n3, n4 as the relative frequency of four 
nucleotides (n1 + n2 + n3 + n4=1) at position k and at time t, 
the differential equations describing nucleotide frequency are 
written as follows; 
 
dn1/dt= n1(1-λ)+(1-n1)λ/3 -n1=λ/3-4λn1/3  [13] 
dn2/dt= n2(1-λ)+(1-n2)λ/3 -n2=λ/3-4λn2/3  [14] 
dn3/dt= n3(1-λ)+(1-n3)λ/3 -n3=λ/3-4λn3/3  [15] 
dn4/dt= n4(1-λ)+(1-n4)λ/3 -n4=λ/3-4λn4/3.  [16] 
 
At the time sequence homogenization occurred (t=0), n1 was 
1, and n2, n3, and n4 were zero. 
 
Thus, the solutions of the differential equations are as 
follows, 
 
n1= [1+3 exp(-4λt/3)]/4    [17] 

n2= n3= n4= [1- exp(-4λt/3)]/4.   [18] 
 
SI(k) can thus be written as 
SI(k)=(n1)2+(n2)2+(n3)2+(n4)2=[1+3 exp(-8λt/3)]/4.  [19] 
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